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TWO YEARS OF AIR WARFARE

A FINE RECORD

The Royal Air Force has proved its power both in offence and defence in two

years of war.

Bomber Command, the striking force of the R.A.F., since the beginning of the

war has struck at the enemy both by strategic and by tactical bombing. Up to the

present the chief opportunity for tactical bombing from bases in this country has

been at sea; the first opportunity for bombing in support of the Navy was taken on

the day after the outbreak of war. On September 4, 1939, our bombers flew to

Wilhelmshaven in daylight to reconnoitre and find the German Fleet. They found and

bombed German warships at Brunsbuttel; German sailors were seen idling on deck, not

for one moment suspecting that the bombers overhead were British. Thereafter

warships were for some time the main targets for bombing.

BOMBER COMMAND

But very soon Bomber Command was preparing for strategic bombing - the destruc

destruction of the enemy’s industrial and military resources within his own country

by nightly reconnaissance flights as far East as Berlin and Prague. On these

flights leaflets were dropped over German cities, the defences of Germany were

tested, and bomber crews were trained in all weathers for the coming struggle.
Bombs were dropped for the first time on German land targets in March, 1940, when

squadrons of Whitleys, Wellingtons and Hampdens attacked the seaplane base on the

island of Sylt.

After the invasion of Norway and Denmark aerodromes in German possession were

bombed and mines laid in the channels of German shipping. When Holland, Belgium,

and France were invaded, Bomber Command began the two kinds of bombing in earnest,

destroying bridges and attacking troops in the field in tactical co-operation with

the Army, and attacking the enemy’s industries and communications far within

Germany, the beginning of a long-term policy of strategical bombing.

THE BOMBING OF GERMANY

With the fall of France, Bomber Command’s immediate task was to take the

defensive, to check invasion by the destruction of harbours and ports on the North

coast of France. Yet soon afterwards the strategic bombing of Germany was in

full swing.

It was a small but highly trained force which at first began to hammer away at

German industries, a force skilled in navigation and with excellent machines

capable of reaching targets five hundred miles and more from base and of bombing

them accurately even in unfavourable weather. The force was, moreover, working to

a plan of economic strategy, for the destruction of the weakest parts of the German

war machine.

Synthetic oil plants were frequently attacked because they are highly

vulnerable and yet essential to supplement Germany’s hoarded supplies of imported

oil.

Railway yards were attacked because they are the bottle-necks of German

transport. The small but steadily increasing force was tested to the utmost and

was soon reaching Berlin itself and, by the Autumn, to Northern Italy.
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BERLIN ATTACKED

In November, 1940, Berlin had its first really heavy attack and in the winter

single towns began to be attacked by increasingly strong forces of aircraft.

At the same time Bomber Command was always ready to co-operate with the Navy

by tactical bombing. The battlecruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau were attacked

in port and kept there by the damage inflicted on them.

When better weather came in the Spring of 1941 Bomber Command began a daylight
offensive on German coastal traffic. Fast Blenheim aircraft took a steady toll of

German shipping plying between Germany and the invaded countries. This offensive

pointed the way to a near development; strategic bombing in daylight as well as by

night.

First the Blenheims began to attack coastal targets, aerodromes, ports, gun

emplacements, barracks, and the like, while sleeping the coast for enemy shipping.
Then bombers began to invade Northern France with an escort of hundreds of fighters;

they began to bomb French industries which the Germans had taken over to add to their

own war machine. Four-engined bombers joined in the daylight attacks, and eventually
American high-flying four-engined bombers, which could attack from the upper air.

The Blenheims grew bolder, and eventually attacked in force and in broad daylight
two vital power stations near Cologne.

NIGHT AND DAY

Four-engined bombers also reinforced the offensive by night adding much to the

range and power of the striking force. The offensive in daylight never detracted

from the punishment given to Germany by night; on the contrary, every night saw a

heavier load of more powerful bombs dropped on German cities.

Germany is now being attacked as fiercely as she attacked this country last

winter. With the invasion of Russia, it was Bomber Command’s task to make a front

in the West of Germany and the fact that the German defences in the West were never

weakened to provide for the Russian front is a proof of how well the work has been

done. The war may see many new tasks for Bomber Command, but strategical bombing

by night will for long be its main effort. The force for this purpose is already
a great one; it will before long gain overwhelming strength.

FIGHTER COMMAND

Twelve months ago the R.A.F. Fighter Command was engaged in a life and death

struggle with the German Air Force. On its result depended the safety of Britain.

The battle raged fiercely for ten weeks and at the end the Luftwaffe was beaten -

the air invasion, necessary preliminary to the land invasion planned by the German

High Command, was crushed and Britain was saved.

The enemy had lost 2,375 of his aircraft - 375 pilots of Fighter Command were

killed.

Today Fighter Command is still engaged in a struggle with the Luftwaffe. In

South-eastern England people still watch large formations of aircraft overhead,

but now they are British machines, heading for France, Belgium, Holland - and

sometimes for Germany itself.

THE HUN'S TURN

It is now the Hun’s turn to stand at "readiness" by his Messerschmitts, while

our fighters, carry the war into his territory, bewildering him by an unending

succession of daylight "sweeps”, attacks on his aerodromes, troops and shipping and

providing escort for our bombers to blast factories, power stations and ports under

his control.

In darkness, too, our fighters have been getting the upper hand of the German

bombers. In the first five months of the year they attained outstanding success

and few concentrated attacks have been made by the enemy at night since May 10-11th

when our defences accounted for 33 of the raiders.
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Since the beginning of this year, day and. night fighters, anti-aircraft guns,

barrage balloons and the rest of the defences under the control of Fighter Command,

have destroyed over 1,000 enemy aircraft, for the loss of some 300 of our own

fighters.

Day fighters have sought out and destroyed 636 enemy machines - most of them

Messerschmitt fighters, which have been shot down over enemy territory or into the

Channel. The remainder has fallen to our night defences.

HEAVY DAYLIGHT OFFENSIVES

Although Fighter Command has been on the attack since the beginning of the

year, it was not until June 16 that the present heavy daylight offensive was

launched and is still being sustained. Since then 450 enemy aircraft have been

shot down on offensive sweeps or while escorting bombers to their targets. Our

losses have been 218 fighters, with 24 pilots safe. Others are known to be

prisoners of war.

Successes have been won by many squadrons - some of which have had the benefit

of experience in the Battle of Britain, but in addition to these, new squadrons,
whose personnel include hundreds of newly trained pilots and airmen from Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, Poland, France and Belgium, have also met and conquered the

Hun. Seven squadrons have shot down more than 20 enemy aircraft each since June 16 -

three of than have accounted for more than 30 each.

CONSTANT ATTACK AND VIGIL

Our Polish allies in Fighter Command have taken particular pleasure in these

offensive operations and have alone accounted for nearly 100 enemy fighters since

the big attack was launched.

Fighters had their busiest four days during the week-end Germany invaded Russia

(June 22). In five operations, 99 German fighters were destroyed for the loss of

only 13 of our pilots.

Throughout July scarcely a day went by when Fighter Command was not operating
on the other side of the Channel. In this month the enemy lost 229 fighters, our

losses being 107 aircraft, with 13 of the pilots safe.

In addition to their work over North and N.E. France, fighters have operated
with success over Brest and other targets at greater range from the English coast.

On August 12 they carried out a notable task - escorting Blenheims for part of their

flight to Cologne to make the first daylight mass bombing attack on targets in

Germany.

BRITAIN’S NIGHT DEFENCES

The success of Britain’s night defences this year has been due largely to our

now Beaufighters, American-built Havocs and other night fighter aircraft, coupled
with the continued accuracy of the anti-aircraft gunners’ fire. One squadron of

Beaufighters has already reached and passed the 50 mark of enemy bombers destroyed.

The most intense period of activity was the first 10 nights in May, when the

enemy carried out a series of heavy attacks on ports and industrial towns, culminating
in a fierce raid on London.

The Luftwaffe paid dearly for these attacks - 116 bombers were destroyed and

many others probably destroyed and damaged. In the attack on London on May 10-11

the record number of 33 was shot down over this country. Since then there have been

few concentrated attacks on this country by night.

THEIR OWN MEDICINE

In daylight Nazis are now getting a taste of their own medicine. New types of

Spitfires and Hurricanes, with better performance and armament than the Germans have

produced, are flying deeper and deeper into enemy territory. Every day the attack

is gathering momentum and heavier punishment is inflicted on those who attempt to

stem the advance.
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In 12 months Fighter Command has more than doubled its strength in aircraft and

operational personnel, and the immediate aim is to clear the skies of France of

German aircraft, just as the skies of Britain were cleared in 1940.

COASTAL COMMAND

The R.A.F. Coastal Command, expanded in the two war years almost out of

recognition, fulfils its watchword for the air war at sea - "We search and Strike."

Its daily patrols to protect shipping and to detect invasion preparations are

now being flown over an area of six hundred thousand square miles - in the West from

the Arctic to Africa, and in the East from the northern tip of Norway along the

European Coastline to the Pyrenees.

In the two years, not one day has been a non-flying day in Coastal Command, the

sourest weather and the worst storms in the Atlantic for two generations notwith-

standing.

A GREAT RECORD

These are the performances of the Coastal Command measured in figures
Miles flown on purely operational sorties - approximately 40,000,000.

This is equivalent to nearly halfway to the sun and the total does not include

distances covered by units away from home bases, nor the routine long-range

photographic reconnaissance flights over Europe, the facts of which will one day
illumine the history of war aviation.

Number of attacks on enemy naval units and supply vessels - 710.

Tonnage of enemy supply ships and oil tankers sunk or seriously damaged by torpedo
and bomb, mostly in recent months - 240,000 tons. (This total does not include

results of attacks in which the damage could not be definitely established.)

Punctuating the war records of the Coastal Command are also outstanding

episodes such as those of the prison ship Altmark and the German capital ships

Scharnhorst, Lutzow, and Bismarck.

THE ATLANTIC BATTLE

Many of the captains of the Command's long range aircraft - particularly
Sunderland, and Catalina Flying Boats - have in their books the remarkable records

of more than 2,000 hours operational flying each. Flying performances without

precedent in range and endurance have been achieved. The Command's resources of

flying boats, Hudson reconnaissance bombers, Beaufort torpedo-bomber-mine-layers,

Blenheims, and Arsons have been strongly reinforced in the Battle of the Atlantic

and the general offensive watch on the coasts of Europe.

Coastal Command aircraft attack and destroy U-boats when they can, but fuller

success is represented by the network role which keeps the enemy submarine down and

impotent.

WIDE FIELDS

Although the second year of war is nearly ended, the R.A.F. in the Middle East

has had little more than half that time of operational activity. It did not

experience the preliminary sparring such as took place in Europe from September, l939.
But the past year has been one of crowded hours against heavy odds with magnificent
accomplishments. The Imperial Air Forces in the Middle East have fought on six

defined fronts, the Western Desert, Greece, Eritrea, Abyssinia, Iraq and Syria,
while gallant little Malta has not only been defended with vigour but is hitting
back with increasing strength.

In addition aircraft scour the sky above half a million square miles of the

Mediterranean and search both the surface and depths of those waters for enemy ships
and submarines.

It was in the Western Desert, where the fight is still being waged, that the
War in the Middle East started.
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ITALIANS SMASHED

At the outbreak, the Italian Air Force outnumbered ours four or five to

one and it seemed reasonable to expect that the R.A.F. would receive some hard

knocks.

On the contrary the R.A.F. took the offensive immediately and kept the

mastery of skies. The Air Force's share in the North African campaign is great
and important.

In the lean days at the beginning, before the land forces were strong

enough to assume the offensive, our aircraft had to carry the war into enemy's

camp, batter lines of communicateon, destroy aircraft on the ground and in the

air, smash ports and supply ships and act as heavy artillery for the Army.

Our heavily out-numbered Air Force was further depleted to help the Greeks

and at the same time our aircraft were obliged to keep a ceaseless watch on the

Red Sea, where enemy submarines lurked to harass our lines of communication.

The turn of the tide came when, early in December, General Wavell 's troops

began their great sweep across North Africa.

The story of that victory has been told. Eleven hundred Italian aircraft

were found abandoned and useless on captured enemy aerodromes. Scores of ships

had been sunk in the ports. In Tobruk alone were twenty-three battered hulks

including the cruiser San Giorgio. The R.A.F. and the S.A.A.F. with the help
of big-gunned monitors of the Navy from the sea,

had done the job well and made

advance smooth, if not easy.

For three months not one of Mussolini's air armada was seen in the sky over

the desert. The Italian Air Force had been smashed.

When the Greek news became disquieting, the small forces of the R.A.F. there

had been dealing with Italians with the same superior skill and aggressive

gallantry as they had shown in the Western Desert. The sky had been cleared

of enemy aircraft far beyond the Albanian frontier and the heroic Greeks,

inspired to further heights of endeavour by the R.A.F.'s mastery of the air,
continued to inflict humiliating defeats on demoralised Italian troops.

Germany came to the aid of her hard pressed partner and struck hard from

the northern frontier, sacrificing thousands of lives and vast quantities of

material to overwhelm the brave little Greek Army.

Forced into fewer and fewer aerodromes, we were obliged to withdraw our

Squadrons to avoid suicidal casualties after some of the most magnificent

fighting and self=sacrifice ever known.

While the tragedy of Greece was being enacted the Italians, with a strong

leavening of German troops, and supported by large numbers of German aircraft

and material, obliged our diminished forces to retire.

IN IRAK

Two further chapters of R.A.F. activity should also be recorded. The first

was the treacherous Axis-inspired attack by Rashid Ali on the Royal Air Force

cantonment in Habbaniya. Within a week the misguided Iraqi insurgents saw their

Air Force annihilated by a handful of R.A.F. aircraft, and batteries and rebel

columns were bombed into silence and submission. The Army was then able to

complete operations in Iraq without further molestation from the Air.
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Hard on the heels of this ill advised revolt came the distasteful operations in

Syria when the Vichy representatives were forced into shameful collusion with the

Germans against their former Allies and own countrymen.

Many of the victories in that short-lived campaign lacked savour, for they
were not all won against Germans or Italians; but victories there were in plenty.

WESTERN DESERT

Now, for all practical purposes, the Western Desert holds the floor again,

Benghazi and other Cyrenaican Ports are battered nightly by heavy bombers thus

forcing the enemy to use a thousand mile of communication from Trip 1i. Daily,

enemy convoys are sought, and destroyed when found, and North Africa, Sicily,

Southern Italy, Greece and Crete feel in turn the weight of our bombs.

Still there is maintained throughout the skies of the Middle East that

supremacy which the Imperial Air Forces so quickly asserted and which proved to be

the overwhelming factor in all successful land operations. The Royal Air Force, as

it nears material equality with the enemy looks forward with confidence to the

third year of war.

TRAINING

While the Operational Commands have been at grips with the enemy in every

theatre of war, developments in training during the past two years have moved with

ever-increasing momentum.

For the first nine months of the war the various branches of training, both

flying and technical, were organised under one command. Then to meet requirements

for increased training facilities this single Command became two - Flying Training

Command and Technical Training Command.

The former assumed responsibility for the training of flying personnel from

their intake after passing the Aviation Candidates Selection Boards to their

posting to Operational Training Units, which come under the operational Commands -

Bomber, Fighter and Coastal, Techincal Training Command took over the training of

all ground personnel; mechanics, armourers, craftsmen, engineers and specialists
of different categories as well as of officers for administration, accountancy,

equipment and certain other duties, and also of the W.A.A.F.

By this division of Commands the direction of training was simplified, and

the complex burden of organisation relieved.

INCREASES IN STRENGTH

Exact statistics which indicate the enormous growth of the two Training

Commands cannot be given, but here is a comparison which provides some basis of

judgment.

At present the number of personnel under training in Technical Training

Command is three times as great as the number under training when the Command "took

over” in May of last year. The present number of recruits alone going forward,

into training is equal to the total number of all men under training fourteen

months ago.

With regard to the W.A.A.F. the number of women under training will soon be

ten times more than the number who were being trained, when the Command came into

being.

Both Commands are constantly expanding and the end of their expansion is by no

means in sight.

Under Flying Training there are separate R.A.F. Group Commands which deal

with Initial Training Wings, Elementary Plying Training Schools, Service Flying

Training Schools, and Schools for air observers, air gunners, and for blind approach.

The number of schools and stations under the Command runs to three figures, and

includes the University Air Squadrons.
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RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION

In order to augment practical flying, ever-increasing use is being
made of particularly ingenious inventions and apparatus which reproduce

conditions of flying and navigation by day and by night. By such synthetic

means it is possible to give cadets under training much additional

experience of difficulties they will have to overcome in actual flying.
The value of these training devices has been abundantly proved.

To meet the needs of Flying Training Command many new aerodromes

have been constructed, and more are under construction.

During the past year Technical Training Command has grown rapidly.

Its Stations, now administered under four Group Command, comprise a

large number of Recruits' Centres, W.A.A.F. Depots, Schools of Technical

Training in a wide range of trades, Signals Schools, Radio Schools,

Ground Armament Schools, and in addition Schools for Officers, "P.T."

Instructors and the R.A.F. Police.

There are now more than thirty separate W.A.A.F. training

establishments under the Command.

BUILDERS OF THE R.A.F.

One interesting addition to the Command this year has been the

opening of a large number of special instruction courses for R.A.F.

personnel at aircraft industry factories. These courses enable selected trained

personnel to keep their knowledge and experience abreast of new types

of aircraft engines and equipment as these types are brought from the

experimental stage and into production by the manufacturers.

Yet a further recent enlargement of training is the use by Technical

Training Command of technical colleges and institutes throughout the

country for preliminary instruction of aircraftmen who will be fully

trained later in a Service School as wireless and radio mechanics. This

co-operation between the Command and university and municipal authorities

has proved most successful.

It is in these two great Training Commands that the strength of the

Royal Air Force is forged, and it is to the flying and technical

training instructions in the innumerable schools that the credit for the

magnificent reaults achieved should be given.

They work behind the scenes, away from the limelight, but they build

the R.A.F.

AIR AFFAIRS
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